My Academic Planner (MAP) lets undergraduates plan the courses needed for degree completion and chart them in future terms. The two screen shots below show the MAP for a student who entered CSUN as a freshman, and is now a planning courses for future terms.

Please scroll down to view screen shots of what such a hypothetical student’s MAP might look like.

The screen shot below shows a student’s MAP before any courses are completed or planned. The red X’s next to each requirement indicate the requirement has not been met by either completed courses or planned courses.
MAP Demo cont’d.

The screen shot shown below is one that might appear for a second-semester sophomore who has completed most GE requirements, but has not yet started work in a major.

It shows requirements that have been met by completed courses [indicated by a ✅], requirements met with planned courses [indicated by a 🚩], and requirements that have not been met with either completed or planned courses [indicated by a ❌].

NOTE: the MAP software reminds students that planned courses will not officially meet a requirement until the courses are actually completed. Planned courses, however, allow a student to confirm that planned courses will, in fact, meet a graduation requirement.